
Tannistest 2022 
 

 

ELK-Test Report 
 

COTY elk-test at Sindal Airport 

Thursday, September 29, 2022 

From 8.00 until 11.00.  22 cars. 

_____________________________________ 

Sunny and dry  5 m/s and temp 10-12 ˚C. 

 

Number/Car in running order 

 

41. Toyota Aygo X 1,0 VVT-i 
Tyre: Falken Sincera SN 11 175/60 R18 

Speed in km/h 

60 Light ESP intervention, the car slows down and clears the track 

easily. 

65 First time no ESP at all, second try with ESP and clears without 

problems. 

70 No feeling of ESP and understeers too much in the last corner 

 
24. MG 4 Luxury 
Tyre: Continental PremiumContact 6 215/50 R17 

Speed in km/h 

55 No problems at all, no ESP but regenerative braking slows the car 

down. 

60 The same behavior as at 55 km/h. 

65 Now the ESP system slows the car down, some over steer but clears 

the track. 

70 ESP-intervention, more and more oversteer but manages. 

75 Now the speed is too high and the car hits the cones in the last 

corner. 
 
27. MG 5 Luxury 



Tyre: Michelin Primacy 3 ST 215/50 R17 

Speed in km/h 

55 No problems, feels softer compared to MG4. 

60 Easy through the course.  

65 Some understeer, not feeling of ESP.  

70 Light ESP intervention and more understeering, manages. 

75 The speed is too high and the car understeers out of the last corner.   
 
 
17. Kia Niro EV 
Tyre: Continental EcoContact 6Q 215/55 R17 

Speed in km/h 

60 The regenerative breaking slows the car down and no problems. 

65 Very stable, the car slows down but no feeling of ESP. 

70 Some tendency of understeering but no problems. 

75 Still no feeling of ESP, the car slows down thanks to the regenerative 

breaking. 

80 This is to fast and the car understeers in the last corner.  
 
 
38. Opel Astra Sports Tourer PHEV Estate 
Tyre: Michelin Pilot Sport 4 225/40 ZR18 

Speed in km/h 

60 No feeling of ESP, the steering feels a bit slow.  

65 Some understeer, manages the track without ESP.  

70 Clears the track, but with a tight margin. No feeling of ESP. 

75 Still no feeling of ESP, slow steering och the cars understeers and 

hits the cones.   

 
43. Toyota GR86 2,4 
Tyre: Michelin Pilot Sport 4 215/40 R18 

Speed in km/h (from the car, the GPS-metering did not work) 



60 Very quick steering, no ESP. 

65 Feels very quick and no problems at all. 

70 Still no problems, no ESP.  

75 The same as in 70 km/h, no feeling of ESP, good grip from the tyres. 

80 Now we feel some ESP and some understeering, but the car 

manages all turns.  

85 This is too fast, and the car hits the cones in the last corner. 

 
10. Citroên C5 X Hybrid 225 e-AT8 
Tyre: Michelin e-Primacy 205/55 R19 

Speed in km/h 

55 The steering feels slow and the suspension soft, but no problems. 

60 The car rolls and understeers but clears all corners. 

65 The same behavior as at 60 km/h. 

70 Now there is some feeling of the ESP and the cars slows down. 

Heavy roll but manages.  

75 This is too fast, the ESP does not take the speed down enough and 

the car hits the cones. 

 
14. Honda Civic e:HEV Sport 
Tyre: 
Michelin Pilot Sport 4 235/40 ZR18 

Speed in km/h 

55 Really fast and responsive steering.  

60 The grip from the tyres is very good, no problems at all. 

65 The same behavior as at 60 km/h. 

70 Still no ESP, still quick in the corners. Almost no roll. 

75 Now there is a light feeling of ESP. The driver manages thanks to the 

quick steering. 

80 Now the speed is too high and the cars hits the cones in the last turn.   



 
13. Dacia Jogger 1.0 Tce - 7-sits (Seven persons in the car) 
Tyre: Continental EcoContact 6 205/60 R16 

Speed in km/h 

55 The car feels soft and rolls from side to side, but manages. 

60 The suspension is soft, and the body roll is massive, but we manage 

the turns. 

65 Does not manage the second corner, too soft and too much 

understeer.  

 
45. Toyota Cross 2,0 Hybrid FWD 
Tyre: Dunlop SportMaxx O5O 225/50 R18 

Speed in km/h 

55 The suspension feels soft but no problems. 

60 The same as at 55 km/h, clears with no problems.  

65 ESP takes the speed down and the car manages the turns. 

70 Heavy ESP intervention brakes the car down almost to a stand still. 

All turns cleared. 

75 This is too fast and the car understeers too much in the last turn. 

 
46. Toyota Cross 2,0 Hybrid AWD 
Tyre: Michelin Primacy 4 225/50 R18 

Speed in km/h 

55 Very similar behavior as in the FWD-version, no problems. 

60 Soft and some body roll, ESP works to slow the car down. 

65 ESP again takes the speed down and the car manages.  

70 Same result as at 65 km/h. Safe behavior. 

75 Too fast and understeers out in the last turn. 

 

 
1. Alfa Romeo Tonale Veloce 



Tyre: Pirelli P Zero 235/40 R20 

Speed in km/h 

55 The steering is quick, but the car feels soft. 

60 Heavy body roll, no feeling of ESP. 

65 Manages with some problems, heavy body roll. 

70 The car understeers out of the track, no feeling of ESP at all.  

 

 
3. BMW iX1 xDrive30 
Tyre: 
Continental EcoContact 6 O 245/40 R20  

Speed in km/h 

 

55 Feels soft in the turns. Quick steering but no grip. 

60 Heavy body roll, no feeling of ESP, understeers but passes. 

65 Understeers out of the track after the second turn. No feeling of ESP 

or the regenerative breaking (tried different modes) 

 

 
33. Nissan Ariya Evolve e4orce 4WD 
Tyre:Dunlop SportMaxx 101 255/45 R20 

Speed in km/h 

55 Early ESP intervention, manages without problems.  

60 The ESP slows the speed down from the first turn and no problems at 

all. 

65 Very similar behavior as at 60 km/h. 

70 Again quite early and aggressive ESP which makes the car slow 

down and clear the track. 

75 This is too fast and the car understeers too much at the second turn 

and hits a cone. 

 



 
19. Kia Sportage PHEV 
Tyre: Michelin Primacy 4 235/50 R19 

Speed in km/h 

55 Feels soft in the turns but no problems. 

60 Some body roll and oversteer, light feeling of ESP.  

65 More body roll and the car feels soft, but the ESP works well to keep 

the car within the track. 

70 Much like the behavior at 65 km/h. 

75 This is a close call. The car oversteers but the car manages the turns 

with some wheel spin. 

80 The speed is too high high and the car skids out of the track.   
 
 
35. Nissan X-Trail e4orce 4WD e-Power 
Tyre: Michelin Primacy 4 255/45 R19 

Speed in km/h 

55 Soft suspension and early intervention from ESP.  

60 Early breaking thanks to ESP, some body roll but manages without 

problems. 

65 Again early breaking from the ESP and no problems.  

70 Heavy ESP intervention and the car slows down almost to a stand 

still in the track. Clears. 

75 Now the speed is too high. The ESP slows the car down but not 

enough to stay on course. 

 

 
22. Mazda CX-60 PHEV 
Tyre: Goodyear Eagle F1 235/50 R20 

Speed in km/h 

 



55 Soft suspension and some body roll, but no problems.   

60 A tendency of oversteering, the ESP slows the car down quite a lot. 

Manages. 

65 Manages, now with heavy body roll and ESP intervention.  

70 Seems impossible, but the ESP slows the car down and no cones 

were hit. 

75 This is too fast. The car hits a cone in the second turn.  

 
29. Nio ES8 (Six persons in the car) 
Tyre: Continental MaxContact MC6 265/45 R21 V XL 

Speed in km/h 

55 The car feels soft in the turns and there is some body roll, manages.  

60 Manages the track with wheels spinning.  

65 A close call, but manages with a lot of oversteer. No real feeling of 

ESP. 

70 This is too fast, no chance and the car oversteers after the second 

turn. 

 

 
39. Renault Austral 1,2 Tce E-tech Hybrid 
Tyre: Michelin Primacy 4 235/45 R20 

Speed in km/h 

55 Very quick steering and no problems. 

60 Light feeling of ESP and manages. 

65 Now more ESP and the car slows down quite a lot, clears. 

70 Heavy ESP and breaking, slow speed at the end without hitting any 

cones. 

75 This is too fast. ESP intervenes but the car hits a cone in the second 

turn. 

 



6. BMW i7 xDrive60 
Tyre: Pirelli P Zero 255/40 R21 (fram) 285/35 R21 (bak) 

Speed in km/h (from the car, the GPS-metering did not work due to the 

windscreen) 

60 Really quick steering, good grip. No problems. 

65 Manages without problems, feels much lighter than its weight (2,7 

tons). 

70 No or very light feeling of ESP, but manages easily.  

75 Now the big car struggles, but clears the track. 

80 This is too fast and the car hits the cones in the second turn. 
 
21. Range Rover D350 
Tyre: Pirelli Scorpion Zero 285/40 R23 

Speed in km/h (from the car, the GPS-metering did not work due to the 

windscreen) 

55 Very soft suspension and ESP from the first turn. 

60 Some body roll, early ESP intervention.  

65 The ESP slows the car down almost to a stand still after the second 

turn. 

70 The same behavior as at 65 km/h. Heavy body roll and heavy ESP 

intervention. 

75 Too fast. ESP works but the driver is unable to steer the car.  

 
 
 
47. Volkswagen ID.Buzz 77 kWh 
Tyre: Continental EcoContact 6Q 235/50 R20 (fram), 265/45 R20 (bak) 

Speed in km/h 

55 Feels heavy and understeers but it clears the track. 

60 Clears the track thanks to ESP. 

65 The same felling as at 60 km/h. 

70 Clears the track thanks to good ESP. 



75 Again, good ESP intervention makes the car pass the test. 

80 Almost! And after switching to sportmode the ID Buzz goes through 

without hitting any cones  

85 Now the speed is too high and the car hits some cones in the second 

turn.  
 


